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Compatible transport solutions

To transport pharmaceutical and other goods in the same carriers (polycarbonate baskets or modules) to other locations in the facility, you can use either an open or a closed transport cart.

The UBeFlex® KD open transport cart exists in D-type (ISO 1 or ISO 2) and W-type (ISO 1), the closed transport cart is available in different heights and widths (ISO 1, 2 or 3).

Implementing UBeFlex® and a FIFO storage approach has proven impact on hospital accreditations such as JCI.

Cost savings and increased patient safety

By applying the FIFO (First In – First Out) principles for date-based goods in the nursing department, you have less stock and less risk of medication remaining in stock beyond the expiry date.

This can only contribute to increased patient safety.

“...The other great additional benefits that we found (...) is cost savings. We have made up a lot of great efficiencies in our work. There is great time savings (...) and then we also have very good space savings using the Belinfra system.” - A Manager at a USA ambulatory and surgery centre.
Save space through optimal use of the space available

Thanks to the advanced modular approach the combinations of columns and shelving are endless. Columns are available in sizes 25" D x 16" W (D-type) or 16" cm D x 24" W (W-type). DIN-type columns 25" D x 12" W can be used in combination with D-type columns.

And with the W-type or D-type chrome-plated steel wire shelves or full aluminum shelves you can make optimum use of the available space for storage of boxes. The shelving can be combined with columns.

Save time through improved organization

By rearranging the storage area in the pharmacy and nurse departments, you create a more workable area that is easier to navigate and improves workflow. The structured UBeFlex® storage in columns or on shelves – combined with a color-coded indexing system – allows for simpler, faster storage and access to the right products, in the right quantity at the right time.

The use of polycarbonate modules and baskets with corresponding dividers and label holders on the posts and baskets creates a better overview to locate the different products.

“We have so much more space now. We have more room to work, and we work faster. There’s no more ‘learning curve’ for newer staff. Everyone’s on the same page.” Said a manager of a large regional hospital in North Carolina (USA). “The new space leads to better productivity and accentuates professional behaviour” adds the manager.
UFlex storage system

Anodized aluminum

UFlex's weld free frames have been manufactured out of high-quality, lightweight but extremely strong, hygienic anodized aluminium. It looks great too!

Thermal plastic bumper

The front of the posts are fitted with a thermal plastic bumper to prevent damage to the rack or the picking carts.

Tourne-Click® runners

Our new patented injection moulded Tourne-Click runners come with a unique turn-and-click system. This allows you to secure the runners without the need for bolts or tools. Moving the Tourne-Click runners around is very easy.

Interior components and identification

The uprights all come with 25 positions, spaced at 2 11/16 inch intervals. This offers incredible versatility and will allow you to meet all your storage needs. The runners are available per case of 10 pair which should cover an average one column.

Castors

Each UFlex column is equipped with four non-marking 2 inch Tente® grey double swivel wheels allowing easy maneuvering. Brakes on the front wheels will keep the unit(s) stationary. The wheels have a load capacity of 155 lbs and in static use even 310 lbs. They are temperature resistant from -40°F to +176°F.